
 

 

Tactical Professor 

Autoloading Pistol Evaluation Czechlist 
Load the pistol.  

Load a magazine to full capacity.  

Load the fully charged magazine into the pistol 
 and chamber a round. 

 

Manipulate the controls of the pistol. 

If the pistol has a decocker, decock the pistol after loading it.  

If the pistol has a safety, engage it, and then disengage it.  

Remove the loaded magazine from the pistol.  

Engage the slide stop while safely ejecting the round from the chamber.  
The muzzle must remain pointed downrange during the unload sequence.  

 

Inspect the chamber visually and physically (with a finger) to be sure it is unloaded.  

Let the slide go forward.  

Shoot the pistol. The magazine should be loaded with six rounds only. If the pistol has a decocker, 
decock the pistol after each String of Fire and then disengage the decocker. If the pistol has a safety, 
start each string with the safety engaged. Fire six shots at each of four distances (Stages); 3 yards, 5 
yards, 7 yards, and 10 yards. 

Three Yards. Should be fired with the Primary Hand Only, i.e., One Handed 

Fire One shot  

Fire Two shots  

Fire Three shots  

Record your hits and then cover them with masking tape.  
Score at Three Yards 

 

Five yards. Start with the chamber empty and a six round magazine inserted.  
Attempt to fire the first shot on an empty chamber. After the click, tap the base of the magazine, 
cycle the slide, and then fire one shot 

Stoppage Clearance  

Fire One shot  

Fire Two shots  

Fire Three shots  

Record your hits and then cover them with masking tape.  
Score at Five Yards 

 

  



 

 

Autoloading Pistol Evaluation Czechlist (p2) 

Seven yards. Start with the slide locked open and a six round magazine in the pistol. Eject the 
magazine onto the table, pick it up, insert it into the pistol, release the slide, and then fire three shots.  

Emergency Reload  

Fire Three shots  

Fire One shot  

Fire Two shots  

Record your hits and then cover them with masking tape.  
Score at Seven Yards 

 

Ten yards. Start with the chamber empty and a six round magazine inserted.  
Attempt to fire the first shot on an empty chamber. After the click, remove the magazine, cycle the 
slide three times, re-insert the magazine, and then fire three shots.  

Stoppage Clearance  

Fire Three shots  

Fire One shot  

Fire Two shots  

Record your hits and then cover them with masking tape.  
Score at Ten Yards 

 

Total Score  

 

Tactical Professor Shooting Practice eBooks 

Indoor Range Practice Sessions  

http://indoorrangepracticesessions.com   

 

Concealed Carry Skills and Drills  

http://concealedcarryskillsanddrills.com   

 

Shooting Your Black Rifle  

http://shootingyourblackrifle.com    

 

http://indoorrangepracticesessions.com/
http://concealedcarryskillsanddrills.com/
http://shootingyourblackrifle.com/

